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Abstract: Extensive research suggested that the core of how to use pesticides scientifically is the careful and accurate determination of the severity of crop diseases. The existing grading standards of plant leaf diseases have been excessively singular. Thus, the diseases roughly fall into general and severe grades. To address the above problems, this study considered the effect of the distribution of disease spots, and two evaluation indicators (termed the imbalance degree and main vein distance) were newly added to optimize the grading criteria of apple leaf diseases. Combined with other factors, the grade evaluation indicator was determined through PCA principal component analysis. A gradual multivariate logistic regression algorithm was proposed to evaluate apple leaf disease grade and an optimized apple leaf disease grade evaluation model was built through PCA-logistic regression analysis. In addition, three common apple leaf diseases with a total of 4500 pictures (i.e., black rot, scab, and rust) were selected from several open-source datasets as the subjects of this paper. The object detection algorithm was then used to verify the effectiveness of the new model. As indicated by the results, it can be seen from the loss curve that the loss rate reaches a stable range of around 70 at the epoch. Compared with Faster R-CNN, the average accuracy of Mask R-CNN for the type and grade recognition of apple leaf disease was optimized by 4.91%, and the average recall rate was increased by 5.19%. The average accuracy of the optimized apple leaf disease grade evaluation model was 90.12%, marking an overall increase of 20.48%. Thus, the effectiveness of the new model was confirmed.
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1. Introduction

China has a history of over 2000 years. Apple is one of the vital fruit crops in China, and the area of cultivation has been expanding on a year-to-year basis [1,2]. From 1978 to 2021, China’s annual apple production has risen from 2,275,200 tons to 45,973,400 tons [3]. With the upgrading of the conventional apple industry, China is a major source of energy for the apple industry, currently ranking first worldwide. Apple disease control has aroused significant attention from farmers who usually identify apple diseases using costly and ineffective methods (i.e., following experience, books, the internet, and expert advice) [4]. Accordingly, automatic detection methods should be adopted to identify disease types and levels more accurately in apple production [5–8]. The method can be employed to monitor apple health in the long term and effectively assess apple diseases, such that subsequent timely control can be facilitated, and economic efficiency can be increased [9].

In modern agriculture, monitoring based on plant leaf spot characteristics has become a research hotspot for automatic plant disease monitoring [10–15]. In 2009, Dae Gwan Kim, Thomas F. Burks, Jianwei Qin [16], Savita N. Ghaiwat, Parul Arora, et al. [17] suggested that tools (e.g., probabilistic neural networks, principal component analysis, artificial neural networks, etc.) can be used to identify disease types and levels. However, these methods are costly and time-consuming, and their accuracy is not high enough to meet the requirements of modern agriculture. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop a more accurate and efficient automatic detection method for apple leaf disease.
networks, and fuzzy logic) have been adopted to build leaf classification models. With the advancing technology in computer vision, deep learning has been employed more often for disease detection for its convenience and high accuracy (e.g., cassava [18], potato [19], and apple [20]). Tobias Bauma, Aura Navarro-Quezada, Wolfgang Knogge, et al. [21] classified fungal colonies using Genetic algorithms. Moreover, support vector machines, k-nearest neighbor algorithms, artificial neural networks, and decision trees have been extensively employed for addressing classification problems [22–25].

Convolutional neural networks exhibit strong feature learning capability and prominent generalization ability for multi-classification tasks. Since convolutional neural networks have been adopted to solve classification tasks, several classical classification networks have been developed (e.g., Alexnet [26], Image net [27], and Vgg16 [28]). Novel networks are constantly proposed to increase the classification accuracy of the net. The Internet hardware configuration bars have been poor in remote planting areas of China. Thus, the complexity of the net and the size of the model are involved in the selection criteria of the network. As novel networks are proposed one after another, the accuracy of the network is rising, while the number of layers of the network and that of parameters are also increasing. In addition, difficulties exist in deploying the above-described high-performance networks in real-life applications. For instance, VGG16 covers nearly 138 million parameters, whereas considerable network parameters hinder their application. Chowdhury R. Rahman, Preetom S. Arko, Mohammed E. Ali, et al. [29] proposed an optimized lightweight model for the model extension of rice pest identification.

A numerical model refers to a mathematical structure expressed in general or approximate terms through quantitative analysis using mathematical language regarding the characteristics or quantitative dependence of a system of things [30–34]. The occurrence of crop diseases refers to a series of qualitative morphological, physiological, and biochemical pathological changes under the effects of biotic or abiotic factors. The numerical model construction of disease is elucidated as follows: the qualitative practical problems of leaf disease occurrence are converted into corresponding quantitative mathematical problems, and the weighting ratios of various factors leading to disease occurrence are analyzed, and then the results are returned to the production reality. Regression analysis in mathematical and statistical models exhibits the advantages of solving a wide range of problems, requiring a moderate amount of data, and being easy to operate. Furthermore, it is most generally adopted to predict a wide variety of diseases [35–38].

Wei, Yingwen, et al. [39] developed a model to predict the incidence of cyanobacteria by analyzing soil and meteorological factors in Leizhou, Guangdong, based on a gray system and multiple regression methods. Shi Mingwang et al. [40] suggested that the gray system forecasting model exhibits higher accuracy than that of the multiple linear regression model through the statistics of climatic conditions and the incidence of cyanobacteria in the Wuchuan area. Pan, Haize, Huang, Yuanchun, et al. [41] employed mathematical methods (e.g., the Marxian distance method) to build a tunnel seepage and water leakage disease grade evaluation model. Zhao and Changzhou [42], in 2018, analyzed the degree of effect of different meteorological factors (e.g., atmospheric temperature, atmospheric humidity, and sunshine hours) on disease prevalence using a multiple regression method. They suggested that the above-mentioned factors are significantly correlated with the development of disease. Afterward, they built a prediction model of disease and elucidated the respective statistical analysis indicator of the model to determine the theoretical basis of this model.

To alleviate the harm arising from diseases, spraying pesticides has been confirmed as one of the fastest and most effective ways to prevent diseases [43–45]. In addition, the scientific use of pesticide dosage following the severity of the disease is a problem that should be solved. The solution to the above problem can alleviate the harm arising from drug sites and drug residues. The core problem of solving the above problems is how to accurately determine the degree of crop disease promptly and on time. From a traditional perspective, trained experts can assess the severity of plant diseases by visual inspection.
However, the expensive labor and time costs do not allow for the inconvenience of disease monitoring [46–49].

With powdery mildew and stripe rust of wheat as the research object, Wenxia Bao, Jian Zhao, Gensheng Hu, [50] et al. proposed an algorithm to identify wheat leaf diseases and their severity through elliptic maximum edge criterion (E-MMC) metric learning using a combination of elliptic metric and maximum spacing criterion to indicate the nonlinear transformation of a spatial structure or semantic information of wheat leaf disease images. Tao Fang, Peng Chen, Jun Zhang, et al. [51] determined the ratio of the number of pixels in the diseased area to the number of pixels in the diseased leaf area. They incorporated the ratio as the classification threshold of disease classes into the convolutional neural network Resnet-50 to classify ten diseases of eight plants.

In the above-mentioned research, the disease spot area ratio was a single threshold to judge the disease class classification. Good results were achieved; however, the method has some limitations. For instance, leaves are missing leaf edges and areas at the late stage of disease infection under the effect of the fusion of multiple spots, such that inaccurate spot area ratio values are obtained. Consequently, disease classes are inaccurately judged, i.e., a certain correlation exists between leaf mutilation rates and disease classes. The relationship may vary for different crops, different tree species, or different diseases. Thus, the assessment and judgment should be combined with specific situations in practical applications.

M. Bertalmio, L. Vese, G. Sapiro, et al. [52] proposed an algorithm to fill both texture and structure in regions with missing image information. The basic idea is elucidated as follows. The image is first decomposed into the sum of two functions with different basic features, and then each function is reconstructed separately using structure and texture-filling algorithms. Jian Sun, Lu Yuan, and Jiaya Jia [53] presented a method to automatically generate synthetic patches of unknown regions in the input image. The method generates synthetic patches from known regions in the input image. Thus, one or more curves are generated to provide missing structures to the unknown regions. Deepak Pathak, Philipp Krahenbuhl, and Jeff Donahue [54] yielded an unsupervised visual feature learning algorithm based on contextual pixel prediction using the surrounding image information. The aim of this algorithm is to infer the image information of the lost part. Chao Yang, Xin Lu, Zhe Lin, et al. [35] proposed a multi-scale CNN matching method combining image content and texture. The proposed method can preserve the texture structure and generate high-frequency details by extracting the intermediate layer of the classification network. Thus, the problem of high-definition image complementation can be addressed to a certain extent. Haoyun Wang and Haibong Xiao et al. [56] proposed a leaf-shape complementation network based on a multi-scale feature extraction module combined with a point cloud pyramid decoder (MSF-PPD) to achieve global extraction and fusion and multi-stage generation of leaf point clouds for complementation in natural backgrounds (e.g., obscured green leaves).

The leaf veins are one of the important organs of plants, whose main function is to transport water and nutrients. The primary leaf veins (i.e., the main veins) are located at the center of the leaf and are the core of the leaf veins. As revealed by numerous studies, leaf veins cover the most critical physiological and genetic information regarding plants. The leaf veins, especially the primary veins, serve as highly valuable indicators to identify plant species and analyze the growth and development of plants. They take on critical significance in research on the classification of leaf diseases. Xin Cui [57] et al. investigated the spatial distribution pattern of black spot disease spots on leaves of four-season mallow in Changchun. As indicated by the results, the lower the number of spots per leaf, the greater the relative clustering indicator will be. Using diffusion coefficient C and other methods, Tang Xiaojin [58] studied the spatial distribution pattern of rust disease on the leaves of apple trees in Gongbu Nature Reserve in southeastern Tibet using apple trees.

Liu, Zeyong, and Zhang et al. [59] investigated the distribution of ash narrow girdling on ash trees with different degrees of damage over the vertical height of the tree. Their result suggested that the degree of aggregation of spots, i.e., the distribution of spots on
the leaves can, exert a certain effect on the judgment of the disease grade. Q Xiang [60] used the fruit image classification method of MobileNetV2, a lightweight neural network based on transfer learning technology, to recognize fruit images. Amarasingam N [61] evaluated the performance of the existing DL models such as YOLOv5, YOLOR, DETR, and Faster R-CNN to recognize WLD in sugarcane crops. Albarrak K [62] used convolutional neural networks to identify and classify date fruits through deep learning models. Gulzar Y [63] proposed a classification system for seeds by employing CNN and transfer learning, which contains a model that classifies 14 commonly known seeds with the application of advanced deep learning techniques.

In brief, given the effect of the distribution of disease spots in the leaves on the determination of apple leaf disease severity, this study placed a focus on how to optimize the grading criteria of apple leaf diseases and built a novel grading evaluation model. Based on the target detection algorithm and convolutional neural network, an apple leaf disease grading evaluation method was proposed in this study based on PCA-logistic regression analysis by integrating the conventional disease spot area ratio and the newly added evaluation indicators through statistical correlation analysis. Furthermore, an optimized novel model was built for apple leaf disease severity identification.

2. Materials and Methods

This section mainly introduces the experimental design, data collection, and data preprocessing of the study, as well as the definition of grade evaluation indicators and apple leaf disease grade evaluation criteria.

2.1. Study Design

This study aimed to use the PCA-logistic regression analysis method to establish a multi-scale evaluation model for the severity of apple leaf diseases. The method used was divided into three main stages as follows. At the first stage, pre-processing work was performed on the dataset of three common apple leaf disease images using the conventional disease spot segmentation and data enhancement methods. At the second stage, SPSS 26.0 software was used to apply PCA principal component analysis to refine apple leaf disease rank evaluation indicators. In addition, stepwise multiple logistic regression analysis was applied to obtain optimized before and after apple leaf disease rank evaluation models. At the third stage, the evaluation indicator parameters of apple leaf diseases were identified using a target detection algorithm. Thus, the workload of manual measurement of disease characteristic parameters was reduced, and the identification accuracy was compared with that of the model with the disease spot area ratio as a single grading criterion. Details of the respective stages are presented as follows.

2.2. Data Collection and Data Processing

To ensure the authenticity of the experiments, the dataset used in the study was first taken from PlantVillage [64] (https://github.com/spMohanty/PlantVillage-Dataset, accessed on 1 May 2023), a public dataset that has been often used due to the large number of images in the dataset and the single laboratory background, as well as the classification of the dataset into general and severe grade labels based on disease severity. It has been commonly employed in the field of crop pest and disease severity identification. In this study, a dataset containing three common leaf diseases of apples (e.g., black rot, scab, and rust) was selected as the original dataset for this experiment.

First, the three diseases in the original dataset were meticulously classified into four classes, 1–4, based on expertise in plant pathology through the identification of botanical experts, which were the severity of four apple leaf diseases, i.e., mild, average, moderate, and severe diseases. Due to the small number of leaves at grade 4 in this dataset, this study selected serious apple leaf disease pictures from the PlantDoc [65] public dataset for data augmentation. The number of samples for grade 4 diseases was adopted for completing the sample dataset.
Since leaves of each disease grade exhibit uneven numbers, the dataset was folded by flipping and other methods after grading to ensure that there were four disease grades of each of the three apple leaf disease pictures in the dataset, with 1500 pictures of each disease leaf. In other words, the dataset used in this study has three types of apple leaf diseases, such as black rot, scab, and rust. Each disease is divided into four grades, each grade averages 375 pictures of apple leaf disease, and the dataset totals 4500 pictures. Subsequently, all pictures in the dataset were resized to 256 x 256 (Figure 1). In the subsequent experiments, 90% of the data randomly fell into the training set to fit the model, and 10% of the data served as the test set to evaluate the model performance and observe the convergence speed and change trend.

Figure 1. Common diseases of apple leaves, including black rot, black star disease, and rust [32,33].

The real values of disease-spot-associated parameters should be labeled during data preprocessing, with the aims of facilitating the subsequent establishment of a rank evaluation model for apple leaf diseases and verifying the validity of the experiment. In this study, all 4500 images of the perfected sample dataset were segmented and labeled with the parameter values (Figure 2) using conventional preprocessing methods (e.g., HSV color threshold segmentation and smoothing denoising). The parameter values (with all units as pixel values) corresponding to each image can be determined (e.g., the area of the disease spots, the total area of the leaf, the distance between the disease spots, and the distance between the disease spots, as well as the main veins). Finally, the above process was summarized into an Excel table, preparing for follow-up research and subsequent statistical analysis.

Figure 2. HSV color threshold segmentation pretreatment for apple leaf diseases. (The lesion area on the leaf was 697 pixels, and the total area of the leaf was 26,602 pixels, as depicted in Figure 2).

2.3. Variables Selection
2.3.1. Definition of Spot Area Ratio

In general, the grade of plant foliar disease severity was examined using the ratio of leaf spot area to leaf area [30]. On that basis, for the respective leaf, the ratio of leaf spot area to total leaf area (RST) was calculated with the following. Where A1 denotes the area.
of the leaf spot; \( A \) represents the total area of the leaf; \( N_1 \) expresses the pixel value of the leaf spot in the picture; \( N \) is the total pixel value of the leaf in the picture.

\[
RST = \frac{A_1}{A} = \frac{N_1}{N}
\]  

(1)

Since the healthy part of a diseased apple leaf always remains largely intact whether or not it is mutilated, the spot area ratio can be determined based on the following variation when the spot area is not well identified, which denotes the number of pixel points to fit the healthy area of the leaf and denotes the number of pixel points fitted to the overall area of the leaf.

\[
RST = 1 - \frac{Garea}{Marea}
\]  

(2)

2.3.2. Definition of Leaf Blade Mutilation

The blade mutilation rate is the percentage of the difference in the area of the blade before and after restoration. Since the proportion of mutilated leaves in the dataset was relatively small, given the uncontrollable factors (e.g., humans or the weather in real life), the root cause of leaf edge mutilation cannot be determined, such that only the black mutilated part on the green background of the leaf in the pixel map was considered. Given this type of data, to facilitate the calculation and summarize the analysis of the grade evaluation model, it was considered as the most severe grade of the disease spot, i.e., grade 4 disease for the study and analysis.

2.3.3. Definition of Imbalance Degree

Considerable research [57] has suggested that the distribution of the disease on the leaf will have an impact on the grading of the leaf disease. It is known that the diffusion coefficient is a basic indicator to test the spatial distribution of biological populations, and the spatial distribution type of the disease can be determined by the diffusion coefficient, as shown in the following equation, where \( S^2 \) is the variance of the data, and \( X \) is the mean value. When \( C = 1 \), it means the distribution is random (Poisson), \( C > 1 \) is aggregated distribution, and \( C < 1 \) is a uniform distribution.

\[
C = \frac{S^2}{X}
\]  

(3)

The conventional spatial distribution indicator method describes the distribution of all disease spots on all leaves, and the main object of this study was the distribution of disease on a single leaf. Thus, a new grade evaluation indicator, imbalance, was added to facilitate the study of the degree of aggregation between different spots on the same leaf on the final disease grade evaluation weight ratio. Moreover, the grading criteria of imbalance were summarized with the diffusion coefficients, i.e., the grade was recorded as grade 1 when the imbalance exceeded 100 pixels, grade 2 when the imbalance was between 50 and 100 pixels, grade 3 when the imbalance was between 20 and 50 pixels, and grade 4 when the imbalance was less than 20 pixels. It should be noted that the distance unit expressed under the indicator was pixel value. In addition, for the accuracy of the parameter measurement, when the number of spots exceeded four, only the three spots with the top three area percentages were selected, i.e., this evaluation indicator had at most three-pixel values on the same leaf. The minimum straight line distance between the disease spots was selected in the actual measurement. Furthermore, the average value was taken for the respective group of three measurements, which was adopted to increase the accuracy to reduce the error.

2.3.4. Definition of Main Vein Distance

The proximity of the lesion to the main vein can affect the transport of water and nutrients by the main vein. Thus, the correlation between the location of the lesion and the main vein will affect the determination of the disease grade. In this study, the evaluation
indicator of main vein distance was introduced, and the grading standard of main vein distance was summarized. To be specific, the grade was recorded as grade 1 under the main vein distance over 50 pixels, grade 2 under the main vein distance ranging from 30 to 50 pixels, grade 3 under the main vein distance from 15 to 30 pixels, and grade 4 under the main vein distance of less than 15 pixels. The imbalance grade was recorded as grade 3 under the distance between the main veins ranging between 15 and 30 pixels, and grade 4 was recorded under the distance between main veins of less than 15 pixels. The shortest vertical distance between the edge of the lesion and the main vein was selected. Moreover, only the top three lesions in terms of area were selected at the number of lesions over four, i.e., this evaluation indicator achieved a maximum of three-pixel values on the same leaf. The respective group was examined three times to take the average value in the actual measurement process, which was adopted to increase the accuracy to reduce the error.

2.3.5. Optimized Grading Standards

Table 1 lists the grading criteria of four grade evaluation indicators, i.e., spot area ratio, number of spots, unbalance degree, and main vein distance, for a single evaluation indicator under the condition of control variables. The number of apple leaf disease pictures with a spot area ratio over 20% in the dataset was very small and leaves with too large a spot area ratio cannot effectively be used to carry out subsequent control measures in the process of practical application. In this study, the problem of how to effectively and more carefully classify leaf disease grades with a spot area ratio within 25% was primarily addressed. Notably, under the distance between the spots of a 0 pixel value, if the leaf has only one spot, the imbalance was 0, and the single imbalance under the evaluation indicator of the leaf disease grade was recorded as 0 grade. Moreover, when the distance between the spot and the main vein was a 0 pixel value, the spot grew on the main vein. Subsequently, the leaf disease grade under the single main vein distance evaluation indicator was recorded as grade 4.

Table 1. Optimized Grading Standards for Apple Leaf Diseases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease Grade</th>
<th>RST</th>
<th>NUM</th>
<th>IID</th>
<th>MVD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%–5%</td>
<td>0–5</td>
<td>100 px or more</td>
<td>50 px or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5%–10%</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>50–100 px</td>
<td>30–50 px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10%–15%</td>
<td>10–15</td>
<td>20–50 px</td>
<td>15–30 px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15% or more</td>
<td>15 or more</td>
<td>0–20 px</td>
<td>0–15 px</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To be specific, RST represents the ratio of leaf spot area to total leaf area, NUM denotes the number of disease spots. Furthermore, IID expresses the indicators of imbalance degree and MVD is the main vein distance.

2.4. Model Development

Following classification criteria in combination with the original spot area ratio [10], two new evaluation indicators, imbalance degree and main vein distance, were added considering the effect of the number of spots, the distance between spots, and the distance between spots to the main veins on the classification of apple leaf disease classes. Accordingly, to build an apple leaf disease model that can finely distinguish different classes and improve the multi-scale class classification criteria of plant leaf disease severity, the following statistical analyses, including correlation analysis, quantitative ordinal analysis, principal component analysis, and stepwise multiple regression analysis, were conducted in this study using SPSS26.0 software.

2.4.1. Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis [66] is a statistical analysis method that analyzes two or more elements of variables for measuring the closeness of correlation between two variable factors. It is also a statistical analysis method that does not consider the causal relationship
between variables but only studies the correlation between the analyzed variables. A simple
correlation analysis was first conducted, i.e., a judgment by the calculation of the correlation
coefficient between two variables, regardless of their significant correlations. Under other
variables in multivariate correlation analysis, the correlation coefficients of two variables
revealed the nature of the two variables superficially. Moreover, these coefficients often
do not truly reveal the degree of linear correlation between variables. It is imperative to
conduct partial correlation analysis, i.e., to control other evaluation indicator variables,
and only investigate the effect of a single grade evaluation indicator on apple leaf disease
grade. The results are listed in the table below, suggesting the correlation matrix coefficients
between the respective rank evaluation indicator and leaf disease rank.

Spearman’s correlation analysis was conducted between four grade evaluation indica-
tors, i.e., single spot area ratio, number of spots, imbalance and main vein distance, and
apple leaf disease grade. This coefficient value has been extensively used to measure the
degree of correlation between two variables. Figure 3 presents the heat map of the correla-
tion coefficient between indicators and grades. As indicated by the results, the significance
values were less than 0.01. This result suggested a strong correlation between the indicators,
i.e., the correlation was significant and passed the correlation test. Moreover, there were
different degrees of correlation between the variables. To be specific, the strongest positive
correlation existed between disease spot area ratio and leaf disease grade (correlation coeffi-
cient was 0.87). However, the weakest correlation existed between disease spot number and
leaf disease grade (correlation coefficient was 0.51). Since the principal component analysis
required a certain correlation between independent variables, all four grade evaluation
indicators could be independent variables in subsequent modeling. In brief, the area ratio
of leaf spots on the leaves was still the main factor leading to the occurrence of apple leaf
diseases. It was followed by the imbalance (the aggregation distribution between spots),
the main vein distance (the distribution of the distance between the spots and the main
veins), and finally the number of spots on the leaves.

![Figure 3](image.png)

**Figure 3.** Correlation heat map between grade evaluation indicators.

2.4.2. Quantitative Ordered Analysis

The common logistic regression analysis in statistics can be generally classified into
3 categories, which are binary logistic regression analysis, i.e., the study of the effect
relationship between two sets of categorical data; multi-categorical logistic regression
analysis, i.e., the study of the effect relationship between multiple and unordered categorical
data and ordered logistic regression analysis, i.e., the study of the effect relationship
between multiple and ordered.
This study focused on the correlation between apple leaf disease classes and the effect of classes under four single evaluation indicators: single spot area ratio, single spot number, single imbalance, and single main vein distance class, where all five variables were ordered multi-categorical variables. Ordered multi-categorical variables are very common forms of variables that usually have multiple possible values in the variable, and hierarchical relationships exist between the values. Unlike unordered multi-categorical variables, the options of ordered multi-categorical variables show a direct relationship of increasing or decreasing in one direction. Since the data variables of the four grades of evaluation indicators were the four grades of 1–4 of the disease, and the higher values revealed higher grades of disease severity, multivariate ordered logistic regression analysis was conducted in this study.

The output R-square, i.e., the grade of model fit, is listed in Table 2. The output contained three R-squared indicators, i.e., McFadden R-squared, Cox and Snell R-squared, and Nagelkerke R-squared. These indicators are pseudo-R-squared values; the larger the value, the better the model fit. The first two pseudo-R-squared values exceeded 0.8, suggesting that the model fit as expected for the experiment. The overall validity of this model was analyzed. To be specific, the model likelihood ratio test and the results suggested that the significance was $p = 0.000 < 0.05$, i.e., the original hypothesis was rejected. As revealed by the above result, the independent variables put in this construction of the model were valid, and this model construction took on certain significance.

Table 2. Pseudo-R-squared value suggesting how well the model fits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CoxSnell</th>
<th>Nagorko</th>
<th>Mcfadden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.602</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the specific analysis of the effect relationship, the results of the ordered logistic regression model analysis are summarized (Figure 4). As indicated by the results, the $z$-values were all positive. This result suggested that a positive correlation existed between the respective independent variable, i.e., the four grade evaluation indicators on the dependent variable of disease grade. In addition, the $p$-values can indicate the significant degree of the relationship. Moreover, the significance of a single number of disease spots at grade one and three, a single imbalance at grade four, and a single main vein distance at grade one coefficients exceeded 0.05 (Figure 4). The above result suggested that no significance was reported, i.e., the above-mentioned variables were not significantly correlated with the disease grade of apple leaves.

2.4.3. PCA Analysis

In pathology, the same disease is different in the color, texture, and shape of the spots on the leaves at different severity, i.e., different disease grades. Thus, this part of the study considered the number of spots and the newly added indicators, imbalance degree and main vein distance, based on which, the color and texture (HSV, contrast, entropy, angular second order moment, and inverse differential moment) and shape (spot area ratio) of the spots were considered, for a total of six grade evaluation indicators. Moreover, the PCA principal component analysis [67] was adopted to rank the importance of the above-described indicators on the degree of effect of apple leaf disease grading (Figure 5). Apple leaf disease pictures in the dataset had insufficient clarity. Given external factors (e.g., sunshine and shooting angles), the first four grade evaluation indicators with a cumulative contribution over 85% were included in the subsequent multivariate logistic regression modeling as the main ingredient.
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Figure 4. Summary of Ordinal Logistic Regression Model Analysis Results.

Figure 5. Importance degree coefficient of grade evaluation indicator.
2.4.4. Stepwise Multiple Logistic Regression Analysis

Regression analysis is a statistical analysis method to determine the quantitative interdependent relationship between two or more variables. This statistical method has been extensively employed. Regression analysis can fall into univariate regression analysis and multiple regression analysis following the number of independent variables involved. Based on the type of correlation between the independent and dependent variables, it can be divided into linear regression analysis and nonlinear regression analysis. If only one independent variable and one dependent variable are covered in the regression analysis, and the correlation between them can be approximated by a straight line, this regression analysis is termed univariate linear regression analysis. If two or more independent variables are included in the regression analysis, and there is a linear correlation between the dependent variable and the independent variable, this regression analysis is termed multiple linear regression analysis. The basic formula of the model is \( Y = b_0 + b_1 \times X_1 + b_2 X_2 + b_3 X_3 + b_4 X_4 + \ldots + b_n X_n + K \), where \( b_0 \) denotes a constant term, \( b_1 \)–\( b_n \) represents the regression coefficient, and \( K \) expresses a constant. For the estimation of the regression parameters, the least squares estimation principle was generally adopted, i.e., to minimize the sum of squares of the residuals.

The stepwise multiple regression analysis method was adopted in this study to build the multiple regression analysis models for subsequent optimal selection and comparison before and after optimization. Four multiple regression analysis models were built under the following conditions: the probability of the respective variable entering or being excluded from the model was less than 0.050; the probability of the \( X \) to be removed exceeded 0.100. Model 3 comprised the spot area ratio, number of spots, and imbalance. Model 4 covered the main vein distance based on Model 3. The details are listed in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>The Input Variable</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RST</td>
<td>Stepping (Condition: The probability of ( X ) to be entered is less than 0.050, the probability of ( X ) to be removed is greater than 0.100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NUM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MVD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Durbin–Watson test, i.e., the D–W test, has been the most used method to test autocorrelation first. When the DW value was significantly close to 0 or 4, autocorrelation was generated (positive or negative); under the DW value close to 2, no first-order autocorrelation was reported. The Durbin–Watson test value for model 4 was obtained as 1.826, and its value was close to 2. As revealed by the above result, the autocorrelation of the independent variables in the multiple linear regression model of this study was not significant, i.e., the model was well designed.

In the stepwise multiple logistic regression analysis, the adjusted R-squared was generally adopted to evaluate the regression analysis. The aim of this process was to avoid the overestimation of the R-squared by adding independent variables, i.e., the closer this value to 1, the better the model fit. The adjusted R-squared values of all four models exceeded 0.7 (Figure 6). The adjusted R-squared values of model 2, model 3, and model 4 tended to increase with the increase in the number of variables, and they could more effectively explain the stability coefficient. It is generally understood that the explanatory power of the multiple linear regression model was increased at an R-value over 0.8. As depicted in Figure 6, the adjusted R-squared value of the optimized model 4 reached the maximum. As revealed by this result, model 4 exhibited the highest quality of fit among the four models, whereas the standard estimation error declined with the increase of independent variables. This result suggested that the stepwise multiple logistic regression analysis conformed to the requirements.
Table 3. Summary results of model input variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>The Input Variable</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RST</td>
<td>Stepping</td>
<td>The probability of X to be entered is less than 0.050, the probability of X to be removed is greater than 0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NUM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MVD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Durbin–Watson test, i.e., the D–W test, has been the most used method to test autocorrelation first. When the DW value was significantly close to 0 or 4, autocorrelation was generated (positive or negative); under the DW value close to 2, no first-order autocorrelation was reported. The Durbin–Watson test value for model 4 was obtained as 1.826, and its value was close to 2. As revealed by the above result, the autocorrelation of the independent variables in the multiple linear regression model of this study was not significant, i.e., the model was well designed.

In the stepwise multiple logistic regression analysis, the adjusted R-squared was generally adopted to evaluate the regression analysis. The aim of this process was to avoid the overestimation of the R-squared by adding independent variables, i.e., the closer this value to 1, the better the model fit. The adjusted R-squared values of all four models exceeded 0.7 (Figure 6). The adjusted R-squared values of model 2, model 3, and model 4 tended to increase with the increase in the number of variables, and they could more effectively explain the stability coefficient. It is generally understood that the explanatory power of the multiple linear regression model was increased at an R-value over 0.8. As depicted in Figure 6, the adjusted R-squared value of the optimized model 4 reached the maximum. As revealed by this result, model 4 exhibited the highest quality of fit among the four models, whereas the standard estimation error declined with the increase of independent variables. This result suggested that the stepwise multiple logistic regression analysis conformed to the requirements.

Table 4. The weights of variable coefficients of apple leaf disease grade evaluation model 1 before optimization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unnormalized Coefficient</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficient</th>
<th>Significance Coefficient</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant) 0.794</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RST 0.812</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The weights of variable coefficients of apple leaf disease grade evaluation model 4 after optimization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unnormalized Coefficient</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficient</th>
<th>Significance Coefficient</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(Constant) −0.160</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.0275</td>
<td>1.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RST 0.595</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NUM 0.072</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IID 0.244</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MVD 0.194</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. A summary of the results for the four models.

Tables 4 and 5 list the regression coefficient results and the statistics of the conventional grade evaluation model 1 before optimization and the optimized grade evaluation model 4, respectively. To be specific, the dependent variables of the models were all true grades of leaf diseases. Significance in the coefficient tables is capable of suggesting the degree of effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable. The significance test values in the tables were all less than 0.05, suggesting that the above four factors significantly affect apple leaf disease. VIF (inverse of tolerance) was adopted for covariance diagnosis (the degree of correlation between variables), and the tables were all consistent with 0 < VIF < 10. Accordingly, there existed no multicollinearity, and the expected criteria of the model were satisfied.
Table 5 presents the comparison of the standardized coefficient values of the variables in model 4, \(0.626 > 0.241 > 0.137 > 0.062\). As revealed by this comparison, among the four factors for apple leaf disease, the degree of effect of the spot area ratio was the largest, the imbalance, i.e., the distance between the spots, was the second, and the distance between the main veins, i.e., the distance between the spots and the main veins, was increased. The number of spots exerted the least influence. Moreover, as indicated by the non-standardized coefficients \(B\) in the above two tables, the specific expressions of the model relying only on a single indicator of disease spot area ratio for rank evaluation in the conventional method and the optimized model for rank evaluation of apple leaf diseases in this method are written as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
Y_1 &= 0.812x_1 + 0.794 \\
Y_4 &= 0.595x_1 + 0.072x_2 + 0.244x_3 + 0.194x_4 - 0.160
\end{align*}
\]

where \(Y\) denotes the true rating of apple leaf diseases (Grade); \(X_1\) represents grades under the single spot area ratio indicator (RST); \(X_2\) expresses rating under the single spot count indicator (NUM); \(X_3\) denotes grades under a single imbalance metric (IID); \(X_4\) is the rank under the single main vein distance indicator (MVD).

Figure 7 presents the histogram and normal P–P plot of the optimized optimal model 4. In the figure, the dependent variables were all apple leaf disease grades, the histogram graph was very close to the normal distribution, and the scatter points were clustered near the diagonal. These results suggested that the apple leaf disease grade evaluation model under this method can satisfy the basic assumptions of the classical regression model. In other words, the random error terms conform to a normal distribution, and this multiple linear regression analysis is feasible.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** The optimized standardized residual P–P scatterplot of apple leaf disease grade evaluation model 4.

2.5. Object Detection Algorithm

In the role of an object detection algorithm, this paper uses a convolutional neural network model to obtain the relevant parameters of apple leaf disease spots, including...
the type and coordinates of disease spots and the coordinate recognition of the main vein. Then, through these parameters brought into the formula of the grade evaluation index, parameter values such as the area ratio of the disease spot and the distance of the main pulse can be obtained. The proposed apple leaf disease detection and parameter measurement method based on Mask R-CNN can automatically measure parameters for quantitative analysis, thereby helping researchers obtain accurate leaf disease information in an efficient and simple way.

Since ordinary convolutional neural networks require more accurate prediction of multiple regions, which consumes a lot of computing time, this study directly chooses a more suitable R-CNN.

As is known, Mask R-CNN [68] is an instance segmentation algorithm that can be applied to scenarios (e.g., target detection, target instance segmentation, and target keypoint detection). The algorithm was based on the original Faster R-CNN algorithm with the addition of FCN to generate the corresponding MASK branch. In fact, it is a combination of object detection and semantic segmentation, thus achieving the optimal effect of instance segmentation. Accordingly, the image labeling tool LabelMe software was first used for the labeling of the dataset, i.e., the preliminary preparation work. The polygon tool was adopted to label the location of disease spots, leaf areas, and main veins of apple leaves. Three labels were set, rust (disease spot), vein (main vein complex), and break (stump), to facilitate the subsequent calculation of each indicator parameter using the algorithmic network (Figure 8).

![Figure 8. LabelMe software was used to label and preprocess the apple leaf disease pictures in the dataset.](image-url)

After data enhancement, a total of 4500 images of apple leaf diseases were taken, most of which were used for model training, and a small amount of data were used for model testing, and the ratio of the training set to test set was about 9:1. Next, the pre-labeled dataset pictures were input into the target detection algorithm. This is shown in Figure 9. Then, all the parameter pixel values required under the four indicators are obtained, including the area of diseased spots on apple leaves (e.g., the incomplete parts on the leaves), the total number of leaves area, location and quantity of lesions, location of leaf main vein, etc. The values of RST, NUM, IID, and MVD were obtained through the formula of the grade evaluation indicator. At the same time, the network classified the types of apple leaf diseases. Finally, the parameter values of each grade indicator were substituted into the apple leaf disease grade evaluation models before and after optimization, i.e., Y1 and Y4, and then the recognition accuracy of the model before and after the grade evaluation method was optimized.
Figure 9. The entire network process of putting the labeled dataset into the algorithm.

2.6. Experiment Setup

After the disease grades of apple leaves are recalibrated, the new dataset labeled using the LabelMe software was put into a convolutional neural network, and the specific network was run in the environment shown in Table 6 below.

Table 6. The summary of the network operating environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2060Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-9700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Environment</td>
<td>Windows 10 (64-bit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming Language Version</td>
<td>Python 3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Learning Framework</td>
<td>TensorFlow 2.4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Batch</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Rate</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.7. Performance Metrics

A multi-classification task was performed in this study. To more effectively measure the performance of the model, the following metrics were selected: accuracy, recall, average accuracy, and average recall of the three diseases, with the following equations, where the average accuracy and recall denote the average of the four grades of accuracy and recall for the three diseases. To evaluate the above-mentioned metrics, several parameters were required, comprising true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN), false negatives (FN), and so forth. TP represents the correct classification of images in a given category. FP represents the number of misclassified images, TN expresses the sum of correctly classified images in all other categories, and FN denotes the number of misclassified images in the relevant category.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + TN + FN} = \frac{TP + TN}{P + N} \quad (6)
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} = \frac{TP}{P} \quad (7)
\]

3. Results

To investigate the advantages of the Mask R-CNN neural network target detection model compared with other mainstream neural networks, the detection results of the Faster R-CNN algorithm were compared with its detection results for three apple leaf diseases using two networks. The accuracy, recall, average accuracy, and average recall for the three diseases are listed in Table 7.
Table 7. Comparison of network output results of three apple leaf diseases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy(%)</th>
<th>Recall(%)</th>
<th>Average Accuracy(%)</th>
<th>Average Recall(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Black Rot</td>
<td>Scab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faster R-CNN</td>
<td>84.56</td>
<td>85.86</td>
<td>83.67</td>
<td>73.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mask R-CNN</td>
<td>89.47</td>
<td>91.05</td>
<td>90.12</td>
<td>79.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table shows that the accuracy and recall of Mask R-CNN are higher than that of Faster R-CNN. The output results of the network are shown in Figure 10, which is represented as a comparison chart of the black rot input and output networks, in which the output results include the type of apple leaf disease, the coordinates of the disease spot and the recognition accuracy, the coordinates of the main vein of the leaf, and the recognition accuracy.

![Figure 10. Comparison chart of black rot input and output networks.](image)

In the meantime, the training loss is plotted in Figure 11. This depicts the training loss value curve of Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN from depth images for disease detection in apple leaves. The local fluctuation of the curve is caused by repeatedly confirming the size of the bounding box to accurately depict the apple leaf disease spot from the depth image, but the overall downward trend of the curve indicates better convergence of the training.

![Figure 11. Convergence curve of training results of the two networks.](image)

Figure 12 presents the comparison results of one random selection. The horizontal coordinates of Figure 12 represent the picture numbers, and the vertical coordinates represent the four classes of apple leaf diseases. Moreover, the three curves represent the disease
classes judged by the conventional method using a single spot area ratio, the optimized apple leaf disease classes, and the true apple leaf disease classes, respectively. The true disease classes were obtained by selecting 20 pathology professionals to examine the apple leaves in the dataset based on the color of the disease spots [69], their number [70] and texture [71], as well as other angles to judge the disease grade, recorded as true grade.

![Figure 12. A random selection of apple leaf disease models before and after optimization, compared with the real grade of apple leaf diseases judged by experts.](image)

In addition, the accuracy results of apple leaf disease class recognition before and after optimization were obtained by substituting the values of the respective parameter from the Mask R-CNN output into the models Y1 and Y4 before and after optimization as shown in Table 8. Compared with a single criterion, the overall average of the optimized model recognition accuracy was increased by 20.48%. Thus, when multiple parameters were used to measure the degree of disease, multidimensional measurements can make the model judgment more effective, further validating the effectiveness of the apple leaf disease class evaluation method based on PCA-logistic regression analysis in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1 before Optimization</th>
<th>Model 4 after Optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black Rot</td>
<td>81.56%</td>
<td>87.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scab</td>
<td>75.17%</td>
<td>85.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rust</td>
<td>55.17%</td>
<td>94.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Average</td>
<td>69.64%</td>
<td>90.12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

First, the statistical analysis of SPSS26.0 software indicated that there was a strong correlation between the four grade evaluation indicator variables of this study, such that the correlation passed the correlation test significantly. The multivariate ordered logistic regression analysis showed that the output pseudo-R-squared values all exceeded 0.8. This result suggested that the model fit of this study was good and met the expected experimental standards. The results of the four apple leaf grade evaluation indicators on the determination of the true grade of apple leaf diseases are discussed below. To be specific, the results comprise the disease spot area ratio, the number of disease spots, and two indicators considering the distribution of disease spots, the imbalance degree, and the main vein distance.

The correlation analysis indicated that the Spearman correlation coefficient between the spot area ratio and apple leaf disease grade was 0.87. As indicated by multiple regression analysis, the variable standardized coefficient value was 0.626. Moreover, the single RST had the largest weight of influence on the grade identification of apple leaf disease, with the highest significance. There was a high correlation between the RST and leaf grade. In general, the area ratio of conventional spots remained the main factor leading to the
occurrence of apple leaf diseases. The Spearman correlation coefficient between the number of spots and apple leaf disease grade was 0.51, with a significance test value of 0.046. As revealed by multiple regression analysis (the variable standardized coefficient reaching 0.062), the NUM indicator exerted the least effect on grade identification. Furthermore, the first and third grades of the number of disease spots cannot significantly affect the disease grade of apple leaves. Likewise, correlation analysis suggested that the Spearman correlation coefficients between the IID and MVD and apple leaf disease grade reached 0.67 and 0.61, respectively, with a significance test value of 0.00. The standardized coefficients of the variables were 0.241 and 0.137. As revealed by the analysis of the ordered logistic regression model, there was a positive correlation between each grade evaluation indicator and the dependent variable of disease grade. Nevertheless, the fourth grade in the IID indicator and the first grade in the MVD indicator did not have a significant relationship with the disease grade of apple leaves.

In brief, given the distribution of disease spots on apple leaves, the two newly added grade evaluation indicators of IID and MVD more significantly affected the grade of apple leaf diseases. Thus, they can be used to improve and optimize the conventional leaf disease grade identification model. Notably, the results of the statistical analysis conformed to the assumptions made by reading considerable references at the early stage of this study. On that basis, SPSS26.0 statistical software was used for PCA-logistic regression analysis.

First, the PCA principal component analysis method was adopted to consider five indicators that may affect apple leaf disease grade evaluation. Based on the importance coefficient, the indicators of greater than 85% (RST, IID, MVD, and NUM) served as the principal components applied in the evaluation model. Next, the stepwise multiple regression method was used. Since the random error term of the optimized model obeyed the normal distribution, this multiple linear regression analysis was feasible. Finally, the model of the conventional method that relied only on a single indicator of spot area ratio for grade evaluation can be summarized as follows: apple leaf disease grade = 0.812 × RST + 0.794. The model of the optimized apple leaf disease grade evaluation model in this study can be summarized as follows: apple leaf disease grade = 0.595 × RST + 0.072 × NUM + 0.244 × IID + 0.194 × MVD – 0.160.

The disease grade evaluation model before and after optimization obtained in the study can also be adopted to predict the disease grade of apple leaves. Accordingly, to confirm the feasibility of the new model and new method, the target detection algorithm was selected to calculate and predict parameters under the grade evaluation indicator. The images of three diseases of apple leaves that have been labeled at the previous stage were input into the neural network for training. The experimental performance of the Mask R-CNN algorithm used in this study was optimized, with an accuracy of 89.47% and a recall of 91.05% (Table 7). Compared with the conventional target detection algorithm Faster R-CNN, the accuracy and recall rate were increased by 4.91% and 5.19%, respectively, and the average accuracy and average recall rate of the three apple leaf diseases were increased compared with those before optimization. On that basis, the target detection algorithm Mask R-cnn can obtain the types of leaf disease, and the parameter values were employed for the disease spots under each grade. Next, the obtained data were substituted into the known apple leaf disease grade evaluation models Y1 and Y4 before and after optimization. The overall average accuracy rate of the optimized apple leaf disease grade evaluation model was 90.12%, 20.48% higher than that of the model before optimization (Table 8), proving the effectiveness of the method and model. Among them, the recognition accuracy of the black rot grade of apple leaf disease was increased by 5.99%, the recognition accuracy of the scab grade was increased by 10.5%, and the recognition accuracy of the rust grade was increased by 39.33%. Nevertheless, the rust class recognition accuracy was increased by 39.33%, and the accuracy of rust disease recognition reached 55.17% when the spot area ratio was the only criterion for measuring the disease grade. The classification accuracy for rusts was most significantly optimized. Table 9 shows the results of this study compared with other studies, demonstrating the validity of
this study. It can be seen that the method and model selected in this study are more effective in the grade identification of apple leaf diseases.

Table 9. Comparison of data with other studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple leaf disease</td>
<td>Hyperspectral imaging</td>
<td>GoogLeNet</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artemisiae argyi folium</td>
<td>PCA-Logistic regression analysis</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>91.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple leaf disease</td>
<td>PCA-Logistic regression analysis</td>
<td>Mask R-CNN</td>
<td>90.12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reason for this result is that when the spot area ratio was used as the only measure of disease rank, its variation was not closely correlated with the variation of rust rank in real situations. As depicted in Figure 12, the severity grades obtained from most of the datasets using the optimized grading evaluation model were almost the same as the real rank of apple leaf diseases determined by experts, such that the apple leaf disease grading evaluation method based on PCA-logistic regression analysis in this study can be feasible and effective. In this study, compared with other studies using deep learning methods to identify leaf diseases, we mainly proposed some novel evaluation metrics, thus improving the rank evaluation model of apple leaf diseases.

5. Conclusions

The mainstream method for the classification of existing plant leaf diseases has been the spot area ratio, i.e., the ratio of leaf spot area to total leaf area. However, this classification standard is insufficient to divide the leaf disease grade carefully. Thus, a PCA-logistic regression analysis-based apple leaf disease rating evaluation method was proposed in this study. This method takes three common apple leaf diseases as the research objects, i.e., black rot, scab, and rust. Based on conventional decision factors (e.g., disease spot area ratio, number, color, and texture), two new grades of evaluation indicators were added under the effect of apple leaf damage and spot distribution on the judgment of leaf disease grades. To be specific, the indicators of imbalance degree and the main vein distance were added. SPSS26.0 software was employed for statistical analysis, the PCA principal component analysis method was adopted to determine the four grade evaluation indicators from multiple factors. After multiple stepwise regression analysis, the improved model for identifying apple leaf disease grades before and after was proposed. The validity of the method was verified through correlation analysis and quantitative ordered variable analysis.

As indicated by the final comparative experimental results, the accuracy and recall of Mask R-CNN recognition were increased over Faster R-CNN by 4.91% and 5.19%, respectively. As indicated by the result, given the distribution of lesions and the newly added evaluation indicators of imbalance degree and the main vein distance, the recognition accuracy of the grade evaluation model was increased by 20.48% on average after optimization. The above results confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed model. The evaluation of the grade of leaf disease in apple trees based on the PCA-logistic regression analysis proposed in this study can technically support the establishment of plant disease grade standards, suggesting that it is capable of dividing apple diseases into four grades at the disease spot area ratio of less than 25%. Furthermore, the model presented in this study can lay a certain theoretical basis for the subsequent spraying of pesticides on apple leaf diseases.

In the subsequent work, the new methods will be applied to the classification, and diseases will be graded to further improve this study. Moreover, given the knowledge regarding plant pathology, it is still an important research direction for how to apply the pesticide dosage of diseases under the various grades subdivided in this study. Additionally, it may help to consider how to extend the application of the experimental methods and objects of this study to other common crops or plant leaf diseases in terms of grade identification. This is also an area that needs attention in the future.
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